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Biden Set to Mandate COVID-19 Vaccines for Military as Soon as
September
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The U.S. military is preparing to mandate COVID-19 vaccinations for all personnel as soon as September 1, according to a report in the
Army Times. The military newspaper first reported the expected mandate on Friday, before the long holiday weekend.
The mandate for servicemembers to receive the COVID-19 vaccine is dependent upon the experimental vaccines receiving full approval
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which is expected in September.
The vaccine mandate is hidden in an update to HQDA EXORD 225-21, COVID-19 Steady State Operations:

Commanders will continue COVID-19 vaccination operations and prepare for a directive to mandate COVID-19 vaccination
for service members [on or around] 01 September 2021, pending full FDA licensure,” the update said. “Commands will be
prepared to provide a back-brief on service member vaccination status and way ahead for completion once the vaccine is
mandated.

An EXORD is a directive that can only come from the president via the secretary of state. So, this is Joe Biden’s doing despite how the
mainstream media may try to spin it.
The possible mandate for U.S. servicemembers to receive the experimental vaccines comes just days after a JAMA Network cardiology
study showed that 23 male servicemembers (22 of them previously healthy) were diagnosed with myocarditis, an inflammation of the
heart, within days of receiving the second dose of a vaccine with mRNA technology.
That military study comes on the heels of an Israeli study suggesting a “probable link between receiving the second dose of the (Pfizer)
vaccine and the appearance of myocarditis among men aged 16-30.” The FDA and the CDC in America also examined a link between
mRNA vaccines and heart inflammation in an “emergency meeting” last month, but concluded that the risk was small so there was no
need to stop issuing the vaccine.
And now the mRNA vaccines are considered so safe for use that they intend to mandate them for young, healthy servicemen — the
exact type of people who are at little to no risk from the virus itself but who are at the most risk from the side effects of the vaccine.
News of the possible mandate is not being well received by some members of the military. Congressman Thomas Massie (R-KY)
tweeted on July 3 that some have told him they intend to resign from the military rather than be forced to take the experimental vaccines.
“I’ve been contacted by members of our voluntary military who say they will quit if the COVID vaccine is mandated,” Massie wrote.
The congressman is looking to block any vaccine mandates for the military with legislation.
“I introduced HR 3860 to prohibit any mandatory requirement that a member of the Armed Forces receive a vaccination against
COVID-19,” Massie said. “It now has 24 sponsors.”
Unfortunately, for Massie and members of the military who don’t wish to be vaccinated, the sponsor list includes no Democrats thus far
making it unlikely to get a fair hearing — much less a vote — in a House of Representatives controlled by Nancy Pelosi.
Back in February it was reported that close to one-third of military members wished to opt out of the vaccine.
The issue of forced vaccinations for military personnel has reached into the military academies as well. Last month it was reported that
approximately three dozen of the 4,500 members of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point were being singled out by the
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administration and bullied by peers for not receiving the COVID-19 vaccine.
On Fox News’ Hannity, host Sean Hannity suggested that cadets were “being subjected to punitive COVID restrictions, harassment,
coercion from West Point leadership and even from their fellow cadets.”
On Hannity’s show, cadets claimed that they were ostracized for not receiving the vaccine, even if they had experienced COVID-19 and
had built up antibodies that way. Unvaccinated cadets reported that they were called “diseased” and “dirty” and punished for violating
mask-wearing and social distancing rules even after New York State, where West Point is located, lifted such restrictions.
So it seems the vaccine situation in the military is much the same as in civilian life with the added caveat that it seems President Biden
believes he can force servicemembers into that risky decision. First, if a person decides not to get the experimental vaccine he or she is
bullied and shamed into submission like those cadets at West Point.
But Joe Biden believes that he can simply order members of the military to take a risky, unproven vaccine if it’s for some nebulous
“greater good.”
It would be interesting to see what would happen if the reported one-third of the military who wished to opt out of vaccination simply
decided not to take the shot. Would they be forced to take it at gunpoint?
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Buster000 • a day ago

What is the total number of people serving in the U.S. armed forces, including reserve, etc? Somewhere around 5 million plus (just
under 1.4 million active duty). Out of that total how many deaths were "covid" related over the last two years, 25, 50? That's about
0.000025 to 0.00005%. This communist administration wants to kill off the U.S. military, literally. HR 3860 should include the entire
population of the country not just it's military. And quit calling it a vaccine because it's anything but that.
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Buster000 • 2 hours ago

The plan is to literally kill every member of the military and allow China to simply walk in and take us over without a fight. Go to
Duckduckgo (not Google) and search for:
"French virologist Luc Montagnier everyone vaccinated for covid will die."
Luc Montagnier was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for discovering the HIV AIDS virus. He is one of the most famous scientists
in the world.
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Jennifer New • 9 hours ago

Why do you allow spammers New American? What are you paying Disqus for?
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I'm talking to you spammer
• Reply • Share ›
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Who do you work for spammer?
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Enoch • 6 hours ago

I wish people would start complaining to TNA about these "I make $12,000 a month from home!" spammers. Its
got to be child's play to block them. I wrote them and emailed them.
3
laurie
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Jim, I just blocked her, do the same!
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Jim Roach • 5 hours ago • edited

Right click on their user name, open in new tab... then look for the three blue dots next to their name... one is to
send a report, the other is to block. Send a report first, then block them.
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Don't let them get under your skin, they just desperate Leftist females trying to earn a living on their knees with
their mouths open like an NFL player. Or, they're sad sack CIA goons trying to irritate patriots. Ignore them.
The problem is they can start a new Email account and be back in minutes. Blocking them is the only option.
Make the prostitutes work for their money.
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Enoch • 2 hours ago • edited

You're more right than you realize Enoch, just like they said they would "We will 'assist' Americans with socialism
until one day they wake up and discover they're finally communists". Look around all you so called
Americans.....at your political leaders, teachers, unions, certain military leaders, and particularly those that YOU
voted for. Do they look like Americans who love the country and her constitution? Real Americans better pray that
God does bless America because He can't bless what it is now.
• Reply • Share ›
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PAGNOLINROME • 2 hours ago • edited

God helps those who help themselves.... which makes you wonder what form the help will take? ;)
God is a very vindictive and vengeful entity by all accounts, but his skin seems to be far too thick, and he himself
is far more patience than is prudent.
Focusing on more temporal entities should done. The politicians who serve us now think they rule us. Adjusting
their erroneous attitudes would do much to bless us, and we can do it with, or without, God's assistance.
• Reply • Share ›
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You're expendable. What will happen next is the other branches will be told to line up. Once the dust has settled from that, they will be
sent to the streets to force it on the population.
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Undecider • 3 hours ago

THAT WILL BE WHEN THE FUN STARTS
3
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Undecider • 2 hours ago

Remain Calm.
The highest number to which, according to the best computation, a standing army can be carried in any country, does not
exceed one hundredth part of the whole number of souls; or one twenty-fifth part of the number able to bear arms. This
proportion would not yield, in the United States, an army of more than twenty-five or thirty thousand men. To these would be
opposed a militia amounting to near half a million of citizens with arms in their hands, officered by men chosen from among
themselves, fighting for their common liberties, and united and conducted by governments possessing their affections and
confidence. It may well be doubted, whether a militia thus circumstanced could ever be conquered by such a proportion of
regular troops.
— James Madison
Control your breathing.
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We may soon have a new kind of conscientious objector in the military, and I wouldn't blame them one bit. To hell with the fake
president.
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republicanbyvirtuenotbyparty • 3 hours ago

You sound like a butthurt liberal
1
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I'd hate to be in the military right now. I'd take a grunt over a Congressman any day.
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“Full FDA approval by September?” !!??? You know? If people aren’t going to GTFO and fight this for their lives, they just simply
deserve to die. Because you already know that this is illicit AF but once they claim it to be “approved” the sh*t is going to completely hit
the fan. Who is organizing anything, if at all, against this? And organizing against whom, is the question? We need to stop pussyfooting
around the issues and get down to it already.
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RyanBrooks • 3 hours ago

I don't care if they promise me the world or threaten me with losing everything THEY CAN KISS MY AZZ AND SHOVE THE
SHOT UP THEIRS.
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Terry jones • 25 minutes ago

https://circleofmamas.com/w...
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RyanBrooks • 5 hours ago

They were claiming there would be full FDA approval by April, then May, then June... all of these claims were made as "reasons"
to convince people to get it or affect policy.
The corrupt FDA probably is seeking assurances they won't be the ones thrown under the bus and haven't received them yet.
Right now, with all the vaccine deaths and injuries, if it were ANY other vaccine in any time in history the vaccines would've
already been pulled off the shelves.
The only thing that can stop this is (unfortunately) if there are exponentially more deaths and injuries to the point where social
media and the MSM can't censor them all.
Otherwise, you can look at this vaccine issue as being leveraged to punish political opponents/manipulate compliance in a whole
host of otherwise dubious policy demands.
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Fewer Americans want to serve in the military. Cue Pentagon panic
-- The Guardian
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Bon • 2 hours ago

Thus the push to grant US citizenship to illegal aliens in return for a hitch.
Supplant is the word to understand.
• Reply • Share ›
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File a lawsuit now and stop this.
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Terry jones • 3 hours ago

You can bet that if this dementia ridden traitor gets away with this he will try that crap on the people. biden can kiss my azz and shove
the shot up his.
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Apathy In USA • 7 hours ago

As if being in the Establishment global military police is not dangerous enough they want to inoculate them with a spike protein, NO
WAY.
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I don't believe this order is legal! This is an experimental drug that has created a lot of issues. Someone needs to take this all the way to
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of international fame.
By the way, the URL for the article has been banned on Facebook. If you try to add it in messenger you will receive a message saying
you are not allowed to send the URL.
Apparently, that disgusting, stuck up little scumbag Zuckerberg thinks he knows more than a Nobel laureate who is one of the most
famous virologists in the world.
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EVEN MY DOG UNDERSTANDS THE WORD NO. WHAT PART OF IT DOES THAT CLOWN BIDEN NOT UNDERSTAND?
• Reply • Share ›
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If this traitor biden does this then maybe the military will finally get their heads out of their butts and realize that biden is a traitor.
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